
A Halla Gulla called IPL

By Sunil Sarpal

Indian Premier League will soon draw to a close for this
season. Let’s see what the Halla Gulla called IPL was all
about

It happens once in a calender year and bring lot of fun and
joy to cricket world. On every TV set in a home, this tussel
between bat and ball is fought, providing great entertainment
to the viewers of the game. The game is also a reminder that
it belongs to young legs. Ageing has no room in this game
which is on a fast lane.
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Often viewers remember those that are no more, but were star
cricketers during their playing days.
Dean Jones, Aussie
Malcom Marshal, WI
Martin Crow, NZ
Alas,  cruel  death  ended  their  journey  mid-way,  depriving
followers of their incredible presence and charisma.

IPL pays an astronomical amount of money to the players –
thanks  to  IPL  franchisees.  On  the  basis  of  players’
performance  over  a  period  of  time,  they  are  auctioned  by
franchisees at huge amounts. Even after the auctioned player
loses his touch and his performance dips, he remains on the
bench and still paid the committed amount.

It has become a joy to watch IPL matches because music is
played in the background. It is full entertainment. These days
commentators provide lot of stories, past experiences and also
discuss spats between players. Such things bind the viewers to
TV sets.

Young guns join shoulders with foreign players and get lot of
international  experience.  Players  like  Nitish  Rana,  Ishaan
Kishan and Rinku Singh are the stars in making. Cricket is in
the blood of followers and they enjoy this soap opera much
more than Saas and Bahu episodes on TV.



Is Cricket really a game of
glorious uncertainties?
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Can you recognise each of these iconic cricketers?
Cricket is a funny sport. Common belief is – it is a game of
glorious  uncertainties.  If  it  is  so  then  how  come  Sachin
scored  100  International  tons?  He  must  have  reached  the
pinnacle so as to deal with any bowler and topple him.

People  always  talk  of  Sachin  because  of  his  enormous
achievements. They do not talk of Kambli who was more gifted
but unlucky not to have ticked the right boxes. Poor chap
could not linger his career. People do not talk of Martin
Crow,  who  was  perhaps  the  best,  but  abandoned  his  career
because of cancer. People talk of Viv Richards who blossomed
because of army of fast bowlers and batsmen in his support and
an astute leader in Clive Lloyd.

But the lone warrior from India in 70s was none other than
Sunil  Gavaskar.  He  single-handedly  dealt  with  enormous
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challenges all over the world. Virat Kohli was once hailed as
Sachin’s successor. Sachin scored 100 International tons in
all formats of the game as against 70 by Virat. Nobody has the
right to question Virat’s talent and inconsistency. He has
already established himself as a talent beyond imagination. At
33, he can still reinvent his batting. Dry period happened
even in Sachin’s career but a phone call from Sir Viv Richards
enthused a self-belief in him when Sachin was considering
retirement  from  the  game.  Virat  too  needs  motivational
counselling and not criticism. It is Virat and only Virat who
will salvage his position in the side.

Brian Lara, another legend of the game, opinionated that do
not  write  off  Virat.  He  will  come  back  with  much  better
player. There have been instances when players just fade away
and come back becomes next to impossible. Because failure for
a longer period of time leaves the person hapless and shaken.
Lot of debate and criticism dent the self- belief. Media these
days  write  stories  which  are  ‘reader  savvy’  without
considering  its  ill-effects.  He  needs  support  from  all
quarters so that his blade shines once again.

Cricket has become a ‘junoon’ among the enthusiasts. Every now
and then some class act appears from no-where and the show
goes on and on.


